9 approaches for local government

- Create an anchor organisation network, with a unified approach to spending, workforce and use of land and property assets.
- Use Covid-19 procurement rules to force suppliers to maximise local work, zero carbon, fair tax and local social activity.
- Unleash mutual credit networks for business and look to grow community banks to assist recovery and reform.
- Repurpose/replace existing growth hubs, to support social economic growth and community ownership.
- Enforce strong, stretching social value targets, so infrastructure spending maximises local jobs and contributes to carbon reduction.
- Form local state owned companies in key sectors (i.e. care) where extractive organisations dominate.
- Municipal organisations acquire the crisis loans and convert to equity in businesses, allowing the local state to nurse key sectors back to health.
- Create job schemes, with a focus on young people, public works programmes and greening the economy.
- Transfer land and property earmarked for development to the community and realise economic, social and environmental value.
- Create community wealth hubs, job schemes, state companies, reframe capital investment, from recovery to reform.
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